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This paper describes the test methodology and designs used to accurately and 

deterministically test and measure the thermal performance of the JWST 'core' region. The 

core region of JWST is between the warm spacecraft and the cold telescope. This complex 

region represents much of the thermal performance uncertainty to the largely passively 

cooled observatory. Specific topics addressed in this paper are q-metering, q-targeting, dark 

enclosures, sensitivity and uncertainty analyses. 

Nomenclature 

BSF  = Backplane Support Fixture 

CJAA  = Cooler Jitter Attenuator Assembly 

Cryo  = Cryogenic       

DSR  = Deep Space Radiator     

DTA  = Deployable Tower Assembly 

EDU = Engineering Development Unit     

EM  = Engineering Model      

GN2  = Gaseous Nitrogen      

GSE  = Ground Support Equipment     

GSFC  = Goddard Space Flight Center    

GHe  = Gaseous Helium       

HTSA  = Hub Thermal Shield Assembly 

IEC  = ISIM Electronics Compartment     

ISIM  = Integrated Science Instrument Module    

JWST  = James Webb Space Telescope    

K  = Kelvin       
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LN2  = Liquid Nitrogen      

MLI  = Multi-Layer Insulation      

MV1  = -V1 Axis      

MV3  = -V3 Axis      

POD  = Point Of Departure 

PV1  = +V1 Axis      

PV3  = +V3 Axis      

RLDA  = Refrigerant Line Deployment Assembly    

RTSA  = RLDA Thermal Shield Assembly    

S/C  = Spacecraft       

SES = Space Environmental Simulator 

SLI  = Single Layer Insulation 

UUT = Unit Under Test 

I. Introduction 

he Core2 test is a major thermal risk reduction test campaign for the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST).  

Core2 is part of a larger campaign to evaluate the overall thermal performance and associated cryogenic margin 

for the entire observatory.  Other elements of this test campaign include the spacecraft bus, sunshield, Integrated 

Science Instrument Module (ISIM), Instrument Electronics Compartment (IEC), as well as key components such as 

the cryocooler and cryoradiators. 

The core region attenuates heat as it moves through from the warm spacecraft bus side (-V3), past the sunshield, 

and into the telescope in the +V3 direction. The core region is shown in Figure 1 below in the red box.  The vehicle 

(V) coordinate system is shown as well.  The core region is where the major observatory elements converge 

(telescope, sunshield, and spacecraft bus). 

 
JWST is primarily a large scale, passive cryogenic design, and the cold side sensitivity to small amounts of heat 

is very high.  If the attenuation of heat across the core region is worse than model predictions, the risk is that the 

observatory won’t reach the deep cryogenic temperatures required for operation.  JWST takes advantage of the 

stable view to space on the cold side of the sunshield to remove much of the heat from the cold telescope and 

instrument suite.  Much of the structure is exposed to space and/or covered in only Single Layer Insulation (SLI) in 

order to increase the thermal coupling to space.  A number of other features in the core region are designed to 

intercept and shunt the heat to space. Accommodations are made to avoid stray light from thermal emissions in the 

optical path.  The result of this approach is a very complex architecture that is difficult to model due to the number 

of surfaces and the resulting model size and radiation heat transfer simulation. 

T  

 
Figure 1.  James Webb Space Telescope with vehicle (V) coordinate 

system and core region in red.  
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An earlier test of the core region was performed and showed the viability of the thermal architecture approach.  

Unfortunately, that test lacked the more mature details of the final flight design as well as a sufficiently deterministic 

outcome.  In addition, there was a long time between the completion of that first test and the final conclusions due to 

test and modeling complexities and uncertainties. 

In order to demonstrate predicted thermal performance with the mature flight configuration, reduce test 

measurement uncertainties, and reduce feedback time, the Core2 test was conceived.  It was important that the 

hardware represent the flight configuration and that the test lead to timely and conclusive results that quantify the 

core region thermal performance.  To this end, a faithful facsimile of the core region hardware was built in parallel 

with the flight hardware.  The Core2 test was also tangentially beneficial in pathfinding many details of the flight 

integration, which was generally slightly behind the Core2 integration schedule. 

The Core2 test is designed to directly measure heatflow at key interfaces as well as a full temperature 

measurement survey.  These heatflow measurements, along with pre-test predictions, give quantifiable and 

immediate feedback on key system level thermal performance during the test.  The Core2 heatflow measurements 

complement the design/build cryogenic margin approach on JWST which is based largely on heatflows.  For 

instance, during the test design, models of various Core2 test configurations could be interrogated for top level 

cryogenic performance metrics on heatflow.  The familiarity of the thermal engineering team with flight heatflow 

metrics assisted in the test hardware design to meet overall performance goals while trading cost and schedule 

constraints.  Additionally, the use of both temperature and heatflow measurements greatly aided in model 

correlation.  A test dataset with both terms reduces the number of possible solutions.  A model correlated to only 

temperature can have erroneous heatflows.  Additional program level discussion of the Core2 test and a summary of 

the test execution and data results can be found in Reference 2. 
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II. Test Article Description 

The Core2 test article, or Unit Under Test (UUT) is shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
The bus simulator contains the warm Spacecraft (S/C) J3 panel which is treated as a warm boundary condition.  

The Deployable Tower Assembly (DTA) mounts to this panel at a temperature controlled interface. The IEC and 

Transition Harnesses going to the cold side begin in the bus simulator at temperature controlled connectors, then 

route in a flight like manner into the core region.  The Hub Thermal Shield Assembly (HTSA) simulator is mounted 

in this region.  The complex rim/hub region is where the 5 layers of the sunshield converge around the tower. It is 

accurately replicated for the core test since this area is not fully verified with the sunshield subsystem testing.  The 

test environment around the hub/rim is designed to bring the temperature gradient through this region to flight like 

predicted values and is described in greater detail in the next section.  Figure 3 shows the Core2 hub/rim region as 

seen from the +V3 direction during assembly.  The right side of the Figure shows it integrated into its test 

environment enclosure. 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2.  The Core2 test article with labeling.  

 
Figure 3.  The Core2 Test Article hub/rim region and MV3 enclosure during integration.  
 

EM 
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There is a set of warm electronics located on the cold side of the core region.  This assembly is the ISIM 

Electronics Compartment (IEC). The IEC has its own radiator system with a view to space.  The IEC was thermally 

verified at the subsystem level as mentioned above, but Core2 presented the opportunity to characterize the IEC 

parasitic heat into the rest of the integrated system.  Additionally, integration features such as harness closeouts had 

matured significantly since the original core test.  The internal temperature of the IEC Engineering Development 

Unit (EDU) is a boundary condition for this test and the space facing radiator looks at a dedicated Deep Space 

Radiator (DSR). The side of the IEC facing the core region is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
 

Many other thermal management features such as the Bib and Diagonal shields were accurately represented in 

the Core2 hardware. The cryocooler in the core region consists of the HTSA, Refrigerant Line Deployment 

Assembly (RLDA), RLDA Thermal Shield Assembly (RTSA), and Cryocooler Jitter Attenuation Assembly 

(CJAA). The RLDA engineering model is used along with flight like mounting.  It is allowed to float in temperature 

and the parasitic heat is derived from that temperature data. 

The Backplane Support Fixture (BSF) uses non flight like composite. Sensitivity studies were performed and 

composite conductivity measurements were used to determine the impact.  This was deemed acceptable.  The +V3 

region went through numerous studies to determine the best place to terminate the test article.  The test article 

extends to the –V3 ISIM enclosure floor blanket.  In flight, this blanket is part of a thermal enclosure for the science 

instruments.  This is where the test article terminates.  Critical measurements are made of the parasitic heat from the 

core region into the ISIM cavity through this blanket.  Figure 5 shows the test article in the GSE enclosure frame 

without the enclosure panels blocking the view of the test article.  The ISIM floor blanket is located toward the top 

of the BSF. 

 
Figure 4.  CAD rendition of the IEC surfaces 

facing the core region. 
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Figure 5.  The Integrated Core2 Test Article.  
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Test Environment Description 

Core2 was designed with a goal of getting an overall energy balance of the system (heat in = heat out) with high 

accuracy measurements at key locations and an overall temperature survey.  A schematic of the overall energy 

balance is shown in Figure 6 below.  The circle in the middle represents the test article, blue arrows represent heat 

flowing out, and red arrows represent heat flowing in.  The variable temperature blocks on the IEC and the S/C 

indicate notional thermal balance points based on varying the two largest contributors of heat into the system.  Also, 

in some of the thermal balances, the heat actually flows into the BSF from the q-meters. 

 

 
In order to reduce the uncertainty of both temperature and heatflow measurements, it was necessary to reduce the 

‘noise’ associated with test article thermal energy reflections and self-emission from the chamber environment, 

which won’t exist in space.  This is especially challenging because the energy emitted from the test article ranges 

from near room temperature to temperatures in the 20K range.  Measurements made for JWST on the black painted 

shroud specular reflectivity are in the 90% range across all test article temperatures.  Sensitivity and trade studies 

were performed to evaluate the need for, and best design of, an improved enclosure, which had much more 

capability than the Space Environmental Simulator (SES) chamber with black paint GHe shroud.  Figure 7 below 

shows the key elements of a flight like, low noise enclosure for Core2. Features of this enclosure include the use of 

DSRS and the Layer 5 Extension closeout that simulates the peripheral region of Layer 5 of the sunshield.  The 

DSRS are black painted Open Cell HoneyComb (OCHC) with an emissivity of 0.98 that are run close to 20K.  

Analysis showed that the remaining 2% of test article energy reflected from the DSR and the self-emitted energy of 

the target at 20K is not significantly affecting the overall energy balance.  The Layer 5 Extension extends out to the 

perimeter of the test enclosure and ensures that the warm energy, associated with the exterior of the hub/rim below 

Layer 5 and the spacecraft simulator, doesn’t have a path to the cold volume of the test environment.  This is 

consistent with flight.  Figure 7 shows the integrated test system prior to insertion into the SES chamber. 

 
Figure 6.  Schematic of overall energy balance for Core2.  

ISIM Floor (PV3 Inner) Target

IEC DSR

MV3 Lower BC@ 323K

MV3 Upper BC@100K

IEC 
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PMSA B4 (PV1 Inner) Target

DTA Bottom BC@ 290K

Transition Harness BC@ 290K

IEC Harness BC@ 290K
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BSF Q-meters (conductive Q)
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CCA Env. Shield 323K

RLDA

Spacecraft Simulator in 

dashed enclosure
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In Figure 6 above the heat out-terms (blue) labeled with ‘q-meter’ employ a precise measurement of small 

amounts of heat through a conductive path.  This technology was first used on JWST for the AOS subsystem 

testing
1
.  To measure large scale incident, or radiated heat, that q-meter technology is combined with ‘targets’ as 

well as ‘zero-q’ flexures for support.  Like the DSRs, the targets also use black painted OCHC.  They are designed 

to have very little temperature gradient across them for the amount of flux that is incident upon them.  The zero-q 

flexures are thermally resistive structural supports that use an active heater and temperature sensors to eliminate the 

temperature gradient across them, and therefore the heatflow.  Figure 8 shows a cartoon of the notional 

configuration with the heatload to be measured coming in from the top.  The right side of Figure 8 shows the PV3 

target array during assembly before the backside insulation blankets have been installed.  Note the low emissivity 

closeout around the open cell honeycomb edge to minimize target cross talk.  Two zero-q flexure assemblies for 

support, and 1 q-meter (has blue cap on GHe line end) are shown in this photo.  Minimal crosstalk between targets, 

and to unintended sources such as the chamber environment, were studied with detailed target models and verified 

with engineering tests during the test campaign. 

 
Figure 7.  Key elements of the Core2 test enclosure with finished assembly on the right.  Note that the Layer 5 

Extension is missing in the photograph on the right.  
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The target locations are shown below on Figure 9.  Note that they are labeled with the V coordinate systems, 

where the prefix of ‘P’ denotes a positive direction, and ‘M’ minus.  The largest target assembly (PV3 Inner) can 

measure the radiated heat flux over an area of 4.2m
2
, with a total uncertainty of less than +/-5mW. This target 

matches the overall footprint of the –V3 side of the ISIM enclosure and, along with the PV1 Inner Target, is one of 

the primary target heatflow measurements for the test.  The PV1 Inner Target measures the flux incident on the area 

and region associated with the warmest primary mirror segment. This warm segment’s temperature is tracked as a 

key observatory metric for stray light control, and the flight temperature predictions are now validated by Core2 

testing.  The targets run slightly warmer than the facility He supply, but cold enough to ensure the test article heat 

will flow into them and that the self-emission is not a significant term. 

 

The PV3 Outer Targets in Figure 9 extend the plane of the PV3 Inner target out to the overall projected footprint 

of the telescope in that region.  There are 4 separate targets that quantify energy moving in the +V3 direction around 

the perimeter of the PV3 Inner Target.   

 

Also shown in Figure 9 is the PV1 Panel.  This panel does not measure heatflow. Its purpose is to provide a 

temperature controlled flight like geometry of the mirror array backside and support the flight like blankets.  The 

PV1 Panel represents key geometry that affects the thermal behavior of the core region, essentially blocking the 

view to space, and producing reflections of heat generated within the core. 

 
Figure 8.  Functional cartoon of target system on left, red indicates hot side, blue indicates cold side.  PV3 

Outer target on right with integrated zero-q flexures and q-meter (MLI on backside not yet installed). 
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Figure 10 shows the PV3 Target suite from the OCHC side.  The ISIM floor blanket is shown supported from the 

PV3 Inner target.  It is supported by numerous fishing line ties to minimize conduction and create a relatively 

consistent gap between the blanket and the target. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 9.  Labeled features of the test enclosure including target locations.  

 
Figure 10.  The completed PV3 Target suite.  The PV3 Inner Target is the 

center section and it supports the ISIM floor blanket with Nylon Thread 

Attachment. 
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The MV3 enclosure shown in Figure 9 above is shown below in more detail in Figure 11.  It consists of a GN2 

cooled enclosure.  Two sets of temperature controlled panels are used to create a flight like gradient through the core 

region (MV3 Upper and Lower).  The Lower panel is held at 323K and the Upper nominally at 100K. The bottom is 

a radiation source and the upper is a net radiation sink.  The upper target uses simplified q-meters to get first order 

heatflow measurements.  The entire MV3 region is primarily a boundary condition for the test but the first order 

measurement of heat for the upper targets provides a good check against the model system energy balance during 

correlation. 

 
 

Figure 12 shows the MV3 region with more detail of the test article and interfaces.  The Layer 5 Extension, shown 

in grey, extends from the rim to the perimeter of the GSE enclosure.  This ensures that reflected energy on the core 

side is simulated.  It also closes out the region below Layer 5 and the cold side which is faithful to the flight 

configuration.   

The J3 MLI Extension closes off the J3 plane to the GN2 enclosure.  The Layer 2 (L2) Extensions to Targets and 

the Layer 1 (L1) to L2 Fence are non-flight like features but, along with the other MV2 enclosure features described, 

create the flight like gradient through the hub/rim region.  The J3 panel is temperature controlled with heater mats.  

It is also the location were the DTA attaches.  The DTA attachment points are heater controlled as well.  The harness 

connector panels below the J3 panel are heater controlled.  These features combined comprise the Spacecraft 

Simulator. Titanium flexures support the MV3 enclosure off of the GHe shroud floor.  That feature, along with 

insulation and the use of GN2 for cooling, minimizes the load on the facility GHe system. 

The cryocooler line environmental shield is also located in this region. The MV3 enclosure provides a 

temperature controlled interface and an aperture view to the GN2 enclosure to produce cold biasing for positive 

heater control (not shown). 

 

 

 
Figure 11.  Layout of the MV3 enclosure. 

J3 Panel 
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The final elements to complete the heat-out energy balance terms, shown in Figure 6 above, are the various 

Spacecraft simulator boundary temperatures discussed previously and the associated heater powers to maintain 

them, as well as the BSF q-meters and the Transition Harness q-meter.  The BSF q-meters are used to bound the 

+V3 end of the BSF at flight predicted temperatures, support the weight of the test article and measure the heat 

coming or going through the BSF in the +V3 direction.  The Transition Harness similarly needs to be held at the 

flight predicted temperature on the +V3 end.  The q-meter at this location provides that function while measuring the 

heat traveling up the harness.  A special adapter was made to interface the Transition Harness q-meter to the 

connector panel at the +V3 end.  Figure 13 shows the Transition Harness cold end, interfaced to the flight like 

connector panel, which is interfaced to the Transition Harness q-meter via copper bundle adapter.  This photograph 

was taken before the final insulation was installed around the assembly. 

 
 

All of these q-meters, along with those used in the target assemblies (except the MV2 Upper), are highly 

developed 2-stage designs.  System level thermal analysis is performed to determine the heatload range expected in 

the test.  The q-meters are then designed and calibrated, resulting in assemblies capable of measuring a wide range 

of heatloads at various temperatures to less than +/-2mW of uncertainty.  Figure 14 shows a 2-stage q-meter with the 

radiation shields removed.  It is attached on one end to a target and the other end is detached from the GHe supply 

line.  This q-meter has been optimized to measure up to 100mW at 25K to the accuracy mentioned above.  The zero-

q flexures shown above in Figure 8 use heater controlled temperature matching across titanium flexures.  They 

achieve zero heatflow to less than +/- 0.5mW.  Design requirements are driven by the expected heatflow and total 

temperature difference between the cold sink and the target temperature.  From this analysis, the material and 

 
Figure 12.  Layout of the MV3 enclosure. 

 
Figure 13.  Transition Harness (white wire bundles in lower portion), 

connector adapter (bare copper bundles) and Transition Harness q-meter. 
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dimensions can be derived.  Table 1 shows the ‘A/L’ (Area/Length) for the various q-meters based on model 

predictions, assumed thermal conductivity, and known boundary conditions.  There are two A/L’s defined; the 

metering section is where the heatflow measurements are made, and the stability section (Stab) dampens oscillations 

in the cooling source.  More detailed descriptions of the q-meter evolution for JWST, design and supporting systems 

can be found in References 2, 3, and 4. 

     
 

A. Target Assembly Uncertainty 

The q-meter and zero-q flexure uncertainties become terms in a larger budget for the target assemblies.  A 

comprehensive matrix for an assembly level uncertainty budget was developed. Inputs to the matrix were developed 

using system model sensitivity analyses, spreadsheet calculations and adopting previously calculated subsystem 

uncertainties like the q-meters.  The uncertainty budget was developed before the test, based on predicted measured 

heatloads, and used to inform design decisions.  After the completion of the test, the budget was updated with as-

tested values to improve its utility and precision.  Table 2 shows the final budget.  The items crossed out in rows 8 

and 9 had subsequently been included in the baseline thermal models, essentially removing them from the 

uncertainty matrix.  The sum and RSS of the terms are shown on the bottom two lines on the right.  A more rigorous 

asymmetrical statistical analysis was applied to the matrix in Table 2 to produce final values for the PV3 Inner target 

of: +4.499 mW, -4.180 mW (with a measured load of 42mW) and +1.803 mW, -1.799 mW for the PV1 target, with 

a measured load of 34.1mW.  These final values are not shown in Table 2. 

 
Figure 14.  2-Stage q-meter with shields removed. 

 

Table 1 Geometric q-meter parameters 

derived from analysis 

 

 
Provided by Brian Comber 4/6/15

Metering Section Stab Sect

Q-meter A/L (in) A/L (in)

PV3I 0.0250 0.4611

PV1 0.2002 1.1737

PV3O1 0.8790 2.3056

PV3O2 0.0626 0.7336

PV3O3 0.8790 2.3056

PV3O4 0.0250 0.4611

BSF 0.0126 0.0483

Trans 0.0428 0.1106
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Table 2 Final PV3 Inner and PV1 Target Uncertainty Matrix 

 

 

Core 2 Heatload Measurement 

Uncertainties

Baseline Thermal model version: 

Dtl_TB4a.sin, Test Case for 

establishing uncertainties: Case 4
Model Parameter 

Description

Parameter 

nominal 

value

Parameter 

max value

Parameter 

min value

PV3 Inner 

Measured and 

Extrapolated, 

TB4B or original 

sensitivity 

predictions

(mW)

PV3 -Prediction 

from Nominal 

(mW)

PV3 +Prediction 

from Nominal 

(mW)

PV1 Inner 

Measured and 

Extrapolated, 

TB4B or original 

sensitivity 

predictions

(mW)

PV1 -Prediction 

from Nominal 

(mW)

PV1 

+Prediction 

from Nominal 

(mW)

% Wieghting 

to Analysis 

(see 

'comments' 

tied to cells)

Resulting - 

Uncertainty on 

Measured 

Heatload PV3 

Inner (mW)

Resulting + 

Uncertainty on 

Measured 

Heatload PV3 

Inner (mW)

Resulting - 

Uncertainty on 

Measured 

Heatload PV1 

(mW)

Resulting + 

Uncertainty on 

Measured 

Heatload PV1 

(mW)

1

Gains and losses on the backside of the targets 

through the GSE MLI MLI conductors

varied 

(radiation and 

linear G's) +50% -50% 3.73 -0.02 0.07 115.390 -0.01 0.000 100% -0.020 0.07 -0.010 0.00

2 Radiation to/from edges of panel due to icing

TSS surface property 

variation 0.03 0.1 N/A 42.00 N/A 2.36 34.1 N/A 0.467 50% N/A 1.18 N/A 0.233460439

3 Variation in target area due to tolerancing Hand Calc; CTE 42.00 0.00 0.00 34.1 -0.01 0.01 100% -0.004 0.004 -0.01 0.01

3B Variation in target area due to cryo shrinkage Hand Calc GD&T 42.00 -0.32 0.00 34.1 -0.26 0.00 100% -0.322 N/A -0.26 N/A

4

Target measured emissivity uncertainty on total 

energy absorbed Hand Calc; emissivity 0.98 0.984 0.976 42.00 -0.17 0.17 34.1 -0.14 0.14 100% -0.17 0.17 -0.14 0.14

5

Target emissivity as a function of wavelength 

variation Hand Calc; emissivity 0.98 0.997 0.963 42.00 -0.56 0.56 34.1 -0.6 0.6 100% -0.56 0.56 -0.59 0.59

6

Honeycomb gradient (through thickness) effect 

on total energy absorbed

Tdep conductivity array: 

honeycomb t-dir varied 100X N/A 3.73 -0.02 0.02 115.4 -0.010 0.010 100% -0.02 0.02 -0.01 0.01

7

Panel gradient (in plane) on total energy 

absorbed

Tdep conductivity array: 

facesheet varied 25% 25% 42.00 -0.11 0.23 34.1 0.00 -0.003 100% -0.11 0.23 0.00 0.00

8

pV1 target uncertainty due to perimeter MLI 

gaps/steps and uncertainty on MLI thickness 

(width of exposed target edge) N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.0 0.00 0 100% 0.00 0.00

9

pV3 target uncertainty due to gaps in the V3 

direction around the perimeter of the pV3 MLI 

and center target (i.e. imperfect MLI edge 

supports) N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0 0.00 100% N/A 0.00

10

pV3 target uncertainty due to gaps in the V1/V2 

plane (i.e. MLI contraction) TSS geometry variation 0 0

0.25” in 

length and 

0.17” in 

width 42.00 0 5.18 100% 0.00 5.18

11 Effect of fishing line support of ISIM floor  Hand calc; G N/A 0.00 1.44 100% 0.00 1.44

12 Incidental ISIM floor to PV3 Inner target N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.00 0.00 100% 0.00 0.00

13 DSER reflections

TSS surface property 

variation 0.98 0.997 0.963 42.00 -4.05 4.39 34.1 -0.53 0.49 100% -4.05 4.39 -0.53 0.49

14 Target and DSER bulk temperature uncertainty He BC temp

25 (target), 20 

(DSER) +.25K -.25K 3.73 -0.60 0.59 115.4 -0.24 0.26 100% -0.60 0.59 -0.24 0.26

15 Extrapolation of SS curve Analysis study from TIM2 42.00 -1.05 1.05 34.1 -0.85 0.85 25% -0.26 0.26 -0.21 0.21

16 Q-meter Uncertainty

Subsystem Calibration and 

RMS error analysis 

(3/5/15) 0

+0.27mW PV3 

Inner, 

+1.56mW PV1

-0.27mW PV3 

Inner, -

1.56mW PV1 N/A -0.27 0.27 34.1 -1.56 1.56 100% -0.27 0.27 -1.56 1.56

17 Zero-Q Flexure Uncertainty Hand calc: Sensor Accuracy 0 +/-41mK +/-41mK N/A -0.38 0.38 34.1 0.27 0.27 100% -0.38 0.38 0.27 0.27

-6.77 14.74 -3.30 3.77

-4.175 7.115 -1.807 0.890

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Applied Uncertainty

N/A

N/A

PV1 Delta Heatflow

N/A N/A

N/A

Item #

Sum

RSS

See 'target shrinkage and tolerance' tab

N/A

N/A

Parameter Variation PV3 Delta Heatflow

N/A

See 'target shrinkage and tolerance' tab
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B. Test Environment Trade Study Discussion 

 

 Numerous system thermal model trade studies were performed in the course of developing the final test design.  

They were typically rated for technical compliance on key temperature and heatflow deviation from flight 

predictions. An example is the trade study presented in Table 3 at a Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM) in June of 

2014.  The second column is the flight predictions in temperature or heatload; the subsequent columns show various 

configurations being considered and the results.  The first 3 rows are the design parameters being varied and 

subsequent rows show resulting temperature and heatloads to be compared to flight.  The technical team reached 

consensus on design path forward based on this study and others.  Note that the thermal model was set up to 

simulate and predict the heatflow measurements just as the hardware would produce it at test. 

 

 
A partial list of design trade studies includes: 

1. An entire target enclosure vs. discrete targets combined with DSR panels for the enclosure.  The latter was 

chosen for reduced test complexity. 

2. Nominal target and DSR temperatures were studied and traded against facility GHe temperature and 

heatlift capability. 

3. Running targets at flight predicted temperatures was traded against heatflow accuracy and test goals.  The 

baseline of cold targets to reduce self-emission and improve heatflow measurement accuracy was chosen.  

One thermal balance point during the test campaign used flight predicted temperatures at the targets. 

4. The use of zero-q flexures vs. q-meters for structural support of the targets was evaluated.  The q-

meter/zero-q flexure combination was adopted. 

5. ‘Fencing’ and heater studies of hub/rim – MV3 area.  Compared fencing of different layers of the hub/rim, 

partial fencing, and heater controlled rim 1.  Result of trade is fencing between L1 and L2 as shown in 

Figure 12. 

6. L2 Extension to MV3 studied with various MV3 boundary temperatures.  This was incorporated as baseline 

as shown in Figure 12. 

7. Location of PV3 targets in the V3 plane.  Locating the target at the ISIM floor plane verified more of the 

system and included heatflow at the science instrument enclosure, so it was adopted. 

Table 3 Design trade study example. 
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8. Performed Target load sensitivity calculations on PV3 Inner Target for configuration options and design 

details. 

9. DSR enclosure and L5 Extension trades.  Results compared to the full DSR enclosure and L5 Extension 

baseline showed that without helium DSRs and Sunshield L5 Extension, test hardware is exposed to the 

lower emittance and high specularity surfaces of the SES shroud.  This causes significant reflections and a 

different target heatload which makes the knowledge of the heatload paths much less deterministic. 

10. L5 Extension temperature difference between test and flight.  Results showed that the impact to predicted 

test article temperature and heatloads is very small and an acceptable impact. 

 

III. Test Execution 

The Core 2 Test occurred in the Goddard Space Flight Center GSFC SES facility (Chamber 290) from March 

through July of 2016.  An overview of the as-run test temperature profiles are shown in Figure 15.  Critical GSE was 

repaired between part 1 and 2.  Thermal balance phases are denoted between the vertical lines. A more complete 

discussion of the test execution is in Reference 2. 
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Figure 15.  Temperature overview of the as-run Core2 test campaign, parts 1 and 2. 
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Measuring heatflow produced a number of advantages during the test executions.  Variation of attenuated heat at 

PV3 and PV1 due to changes in the two main heat sources in the core region, the S/C and the IEC, could be 

measured accurately and immediately.  Based on the results of the changes, the test cases could be modified to go 

after more significant terms and in some cases debug questionable measurements.   

The latter was used to verify a thermal short on the PV3 Inner q-meter.  Due to the criticality of this 

measurement and the indication that is was higher than expected after adjusting for the short, the chamber was 

opened and the q-meter repaired.  Re-testing verified that the load was higher than expected.  The cause was 

speculated to be shorting between the ISIM and BSF floor blankets.  In order to optimize remaining test time, 

modified cases were designed including using the BSF q-meters to drive the BSF to a warmer temperature and see 

how the heat would migrate to the BSF through incidental blanket contact all the way to the PV3 Inner targets.   

The q-meters/targets were also used to extrapolate to steady state conditions within a certain confidence at which 

point the balance was declared.  All of the major test campaign goals were completed successfully.   

IV. Model Correlation Discussion 

As mentioned in section I, the use of both temperature and heatflow measurements aided in the correlation of the 

model, but the correlation process/changes were focused on target and q-meter heatflows.  Temperature 

improvement was a secondary goal.   

Care was taken to impose on the model all of the boundary conditions in red in Figure 6 to the as-run test values.  

This was done either as a heatload or a boundary temperature, depending on the location.  The original test 

prediction model was updated with a complete set of as-built changes, as-tested boundary conditions and heater 

inputs.  This model was referred to as the initial Point of Departure (POD0) model.  Major correlation iterations 

produced models incremented from the POD(1,2,3…) model.  This tracking was important because the correlation 

effort was shared by 3 separate analysts, focusing on different parts of the models, whose model adjustments had to 

be accounted for by all 3.  The model was then queried for the resulting energy balance terms and changes were 

made to improve the model, producing the next POD iteration for the 3 different analysts.  In the end, the overall 

energy balance of the model agreed with the test.  All of the targets were correlated to within 10% of the measured 

heatflow except one of the PV3 outer targets which was not deemed critical.  The Transition Harness and BSF q-

meters were correlated to within 1% or better.  This shows dramatic improvement in the model predictions through 

the correlation process.  Starting with POD2, the progression of correlation results for the primary test case (TB4b) 

compared to the measured test values are shown in Table 4 below.  The measured test values are in the second 

column and the final correlation is POD5 on the last two columns on the right of Table 4. 

 

 
Temperature predictions showed corresponding improvements.  It is difficult to apply a one size fits all 

temperature correlation metric to the Core2 test article.  This is due to the wide temperature range across the UUT 

and temperatures driven strongly by conduction or radiation heat transfer.  For instance, for near room temperatures 

structure, whose temperature is dominated by conduction heat transfer a simple delta temperature between the 

predicted value and the measured value is appropriate: 

 

∆T = Tmeas – Tpred  Equation 1 

 

On the other hand, much of the SLI is large in scale, with large gradients, and driven predominantly by radiation.  A 

more appropriate correlation metric is the ‘energy error’ which is a function of T^4: 

Table 4 Correlated Heatflow Results 
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Energy error = (Tpred
4
 – Tmeas

4
) / Tmeas

4
  Equation 2 

There were 512 temperature sensors of various types monitoring the Core2 UUT. These sensor locations were 

mapped to specific thermal model nodes or an equation of nodes for the correlation effort.  Graphs showing the POD 

model progression of improved temperature correlation are shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17.  Figure 16 shows the 

simple delta temperature between predicted and measured for the full population of 512 sensors.  Note that the bar 

graphs are cumulative percentages.  In this graph, POD5 shows that 31% of all sensors predictions are within 1K of 

the measured values and 57% are within 3K of measured values, including the 31% that are within 1K.  Figure 17 

shows the same population of 512 sensors evaluated against the energy error metric. 

 

No attempt was made to parse the population into either one of the temperature correlation metrics alone.  As 

mentioned above, the correlation effort focused on the energy balance and measured heatflows from the test.  These 

two figures illustrate the strong temperature correlation improvement as a result of this approach. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 16.  POD progression of temperature correlation as a function of cumulative percent of sensors based on 

difference between measured and predicted temperatures, ∆T = Tmeas – Tpred  Equation 1. 
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V. Conclusions 

The Core2 test was highly successful in large part to the highly deterministic test configuration and the 

measurement of heatflow as well as temperature.  Comparison of predicted heatflows as well as temperatures to 

flight predictions during the test design phase provided a clear path for the test development.  Near real time 

assessment of the core region thermal performance was utilized during the test.  Uncertainty of heatflow 

measurements even for small loads over large areas was small. The reduction in solution space due to measured 

heatflow and temperature resulted in a timely and well correlated model. 

Ultimately, the Core2 test showed that the heat attenuation and thermal design of this critical JWST region was 

achieving or exceeding the observatory predictions.  A critical heat leak was discovered into the ISIM cavity due to 

BSF to ISIM blanket contact but subsequent analysis showed this additional heat did not significantly reduce 

observatory cryogenic margins.  Complicated conductive and radiative heat flow paths from the spacecraft to the 

instruments were confirmed which significantly reduced future risk to the JWST program. 

Future large scale cryogenic missions can leverage the practices and heatflow measurement technology matured 

in Core2. 
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Figure 17.  POD progression of temperature correlation as a function of cumulative percent of sensors based 

on Energy error = (Tpred
4
 – Tmeas

4
) / Tmeas

4
  Equation 2. 
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